
Provide opportunities for students to

develop agency by giving them the voice

and choice into how they choose to

document their academic and social-

emotional learning with multimedia tools.

Built-in reflection features encourage

students to think critically about their

learning, set goals, and develop a growth

mindset. Continued access to SpacesEDU

after graduation ensures that students can

review their progress toward goals and

identify continued areas for improvement.

CASEL Competencies: self-awareness, self-
management, responsible decision-making

5 EMBED SEL COMPETENCIES INTO
EVERYDAY PRACTICE

How SpacesEDU Supports

Social-Emotional Learning (SEL)

2 CREATE OPPORTUNITIES FOR
COLLABORATION

CASEL Competencies: relationship skills,
social awareness

Utilize Group Spaces to encourage the

development of teamwork,

communication, and collaborative

problem-solving skills. By offering virtual

collaborative environments and flexible

visible settings, students can continue to

broaden their viewpoints by leveraging

others’ perspectives and offering peer-to-

peer feedback anytime, anywhere, using

any device.

3 ENCOURAGE FAMILY ENGAGEMENT IN 
SEL DEVELOPMENT

CASEL Competencies: relationship skills

Opportunities for social-emotional

learning don’t just happen in the

classroom. Engage family members in the

development of their student’s SEL

competencies with dedicated Family

Accounts that offer a window into their

child’s SEL development in the classroom.

Families can easily see where their student

is at with SEL competency development,

provide support when needed through

multimedia comments, and contribute

with feedback and Reactions on their

student's learning.

4 LEVERAGE COMMUNITY PERSPECTIVES 
& PARTNERSHIPS

CASEL Competencies: relationship skills,
social awareness

Capture SEL development anytime,

anywhere. With a platform that’s available

on any device, students can easily

highlight the development of relationship

and social skills that are gained outside of

the classroom through internships,

volunteering, and interacting with the

community. Portfolio URL Sharing allows

students to share their SEL development

and growth and ongoingly engage

stakeholders in their SEL journey.

Import CASEL competencies or add

custom SEL standards to SpacesEDU with

Curriculum Tags. Teachers can easily tag

student learning to the competencies and

leverage a Proficiency Report for quick

access to where and how students are

tracking toward SEL development, both at

the individual and classroom levels.

1 PROMOTE STUDENT AGENCY &
METACOGNITION


